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As temperatures got colder again, Germany at the end of 2020 
entered a second lockdown. With closed restaurants, shops, muse-
ums, zoos, and at times, closed schools as well. Covid test centers 
appeared all around, and there’s a lot of discussion of delayed vac-
cines.

This book tries to cover this period in many of its facets. It shows 
the changes to life in the public sphere. (Less so in private places 
like hospitals, schools or vaccination centers, all of which didn’t yet 
grant me permission — my photography is financed through my soft-
ware and websites, and not being part of a bigger media house may 
bring independence, but also influences access to institutions.)

I hope the photos, rather than being a foregone conclusion, can 
serve a use for a wide array of present and historical understanding.

I wish everyone all the best.

Philipp Lenssen
Frankfurt, March 2021
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This cinema was turned into a corona test center for now. Frankfurt, 
December 17, 2021.
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The movie posters are still on the wall.
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It’s the second lockdown for shops in Germany. Like others, Mario of 
this spray paint and graffiti shop now has to balance online orders and 
supervising his son’s home schooling. Sales in 2020 were good, he says, 
because people suddenly found themselves with a lot of time on their 

hands. Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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“In a word: catastrophy”. This skating shop struggles to match past sales 
with the new online order pickup system. Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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Entering to try on clothes isn’t allowed during lockdown. This system is 
often dubbed “Click & Collect” or “Call & Collect” by shops. Frankfurt, 

January 16, 2021.
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Inside a coronavirus test center. The poster in the back is part of a 
national campaign to teach “Distance + Hygiene + Everyday Masks”. The 
campaign was later expanded to include opening windows and using a 

government-funded corona warning app. Frankfurt, December 17, 2020.
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This cafe organized a “Christmas Market Lite” due to the official one 
being cancelled. Frankfurt, December 16, 2020.
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Frankfurt, December 17, 2020.
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Security checks the queue at the entrance of this food market. The sign 
reads “Happy Festivities”. Frankfurt, December 19, 2020.
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“I wish to be able to visit my grandma normally again in 2021.” Wies-
baden, December 27, 2020.
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Newly erected “Masks mandatory” or “Alcohol prohibited” signs are 
becoming a popular surface for protest and counter-protest. They range 
from “They are distorting statistics” or “No place for nazis” to destruc-

tion. Frankfurt and Offenbach, 2020/ 2021.
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“A ladder and fire extinguisher. Empty windows everywhere.” Wiesbaden, 
December 27, 2020.
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People were asked about their desires and wishes. One star reads, “Hugs. 
Celebrate life together. Dance. Love over everything. Everything bad and 
evil is caused by a lack of love.“ Another star reads, “I’m waiting to be 

able to travel again.“ Koblenz, December 29, 2020.
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The sign at this church asks people to maintain distance. Wiesbaden, 
December 29, 2020.
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“Unfortunately forced to lockdown again.” Koblenz, December 29, 2020.
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The nationwide Ministry of Health vaccination campaign to the left 
reads, “Germany pulls up their sleeves.” Berlin, December 30, 2020.
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A pro-vaccination protester. Berlin, December 30, 2020.
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A protester against the government measures. In the background, at the 
Brandenburg Gate a TV station practices the New Year’s show. Berlin, 

December 30, 2020.
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A protest against government measures by the Lateral Thinking group 
was disallowed in Berlin around New Year’s, but this group registered a 
religious march instead. Police has set up a queue as they check identi-
fication and medical certificates for mask wearing exemptions. Berlin, 

December 30, 2020.
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A protester against the government measures is controlled by police. 
He’s carrying a sign reading “Deaths/Day, Germany”. The other side of 

the sign depicts Jesus. His mask reads, “Against my will”. Berlin, Decem-
ber 30, 2020.
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Berlin, December 30, 2020.
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A counter-protest to the Lateral Thinking movement. “Vaccinate!”, a 
sign reads. Another, “Let go of your fears and don’t walk with fascists.” 

Berlin, December 30, 2020.
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A sign from the same counter-protest.
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On New Year’s Eve, the capital’s Unter den Linden street is partially 
locked down. This lone protester was asked by police to leave the area. 
Current Berlin regulation does not allow citizens to leave their houses 

unless for exempted reasons, like walking a pet, sports, or buying neces-
sities. Berlin, December 31, 2020.
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The protester’s sign contains a quote by psychiatrist and philosopher 
Karl Jaspers, reading “Peace is only possible through freedom, freedom 
only through truth. Therefore, untruth is the real evil, destroying every 

peace.”
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Advertisements for coronavirus test centers are appearing all across the 
city. Berlin, December 31, 2020.
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Berlin, December 31, 2020 (top row).
Frankfurt, January 15, 2021 (bottom row).
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“We want a better year 2021. That’s why we now bet on AHA (everyday 
masks, hygiene, and social distancing).” Berlin, December 31, 2020.
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The capital’s Brandenburg Gate was closed off to the public while a TV 
station streamed its New Year’s show. This fox made it through, though. 

11:44pm on December 31, 2020.
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Audiences were not allowed during this New Year’s TV live show, the area around the Bran-
denburg Gate widely closed off. While this firework was the only official one, and pyrotechnics 
were not commonly sold this year, a few places still launched some around midnight. A police 
helicopter patrolled the city from above, and crowds were dispersed when found in restricted 

areas. December 31, 2020.
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This ice skating rink is preparing to turn into a corona vaccination center. 
It was closed on this day. Berlin, January 1, 2021.
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Corona vaccinations are starting on this day in a convention center. Due 
to a vaccination shortage only a government-determined high risk group 

is invited, like people aged 80 years and over. Frankfurt, January 19, 
2021.
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A Covid test center replaces a fashion store. Frankfurt, January 9, 2021.
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During the first lockdown in Germany, stores shut down completely. The 
second time around, they accept orders by phone, messenger apps, or 
website. The sign at this book store reads “Pick-up station only.” Rüs-

selsheim, January 7, 2021.
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Masks are used for political protest. “Free Julian Assange”, this group 
demands. Frankfurt, January 9, 2021.
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Even when streets are emptier than usual, bike-based food delivery ser-
vices like this one have become a common sight. Frankfurt, January 10, 

2021.
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“We are opening”, these protest signs for shops in lockdown read, but in smaller font continue, 
“...to draw attention.” Uwe Bernecker of fashion label Funky Staff started this campaign (in 

itself a follow-up to someone else’s “We are opening!” campaign) to draw attention to the dire 
situation many shop owners find themselves in. Frankfurt Bonames, January 11, 2021.
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Police patrol streets checking for corona measure violations, like missing masks, take-away 
food or drinks being consumed directly in front of stores, or shops not using proper walk path 
guides and other mandatory hygiene measures. The police officer in front expressed his con-

cerns about strongly rising numbers of corona infections. Frankfurt, January 15, 2021.
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The Lateral Thinking group shows a TV segment with the mayor of German town Tübingen, 
Boris Palmer. Palmer approached corona measures differently than other regions, with a focus 
on making available free masks, mass testing in senior homes, and special shopping hours and 
taxi rides for the elderly. His approach, as well as that of Sweden (the flag to the right), are 
seen as positive examples by this group of protesters. A group of counter-protesters at the 
same event held up a sign reading “Think in solidarity with others, not lateral.” Frankfurt, 

January 16, 2021.
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Police watching the same protest.
January 16, 2021.
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At a protest by the government-critical Lateral Thinking group. The sign 
reads “Hands off our children,” showing crossed-out images of children 
with masks, or children receiving vaccinations. Munich, September 12, 

2020.
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Some shops disallow certain types of masks.
From top to bottom: Bad Homburg, January 17, 2021. Frankfurt, Septem-

ber 24 and November 18, 2020. Mainz, November 17, 2020.
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“Everything is going to be ok.” the sign reads. Bad Homburg, January 17, 
2021.
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The World Culture Museum says the mask uses patterns from Jakarta, In-
donesia, with references to the designs of artist Calonpelakuseni. Frank-

furt, January 18, 2021.
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This hair saloon has been turned into a corona test center during lockdown, as cutting 
hair is not allowed. They offer so-called PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) as well anti-
gen testing, applied by medical personnel. The employee says other centers also train 
non-medical personnel to apply tests, but they want to focus on providing customers 

with preparative guidance and Q&A. Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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Stores in this mall are mostly closed, with some supermarkets open, and 
other shops open for pick-up orders. The mall now also contains a corona 

testing center. Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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This dress, designed by masks store Leonid Matthias, is made up of 
masks. Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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At this town square well, a protest by a group called Families in Crisis attached what they say 
are wishes by kids. Among them, “I don’t want kindergarden play groups to be separated,” “I 
want to go to the public swimming pool and zoo again,” and to the right, “I wish for Corona 

to be gone!” Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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Düsseldorf, January 21, 2021.
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“It won’t work without you!” Bad Homburg, January 17, 2021.
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Some cities have nightly curfews, starting at 9pm. Police patrols public 
squares. Munich, December 11, 2020.
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Bars like the “Lil’ Peanuts” have been in lockdown for a longer period of 
time. Frankfurt, January 18, 2021.
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Many new or previously rarely used words enter the public discourse. Among them, 
“Maskenmuffel” (mask grouch), Superspreader, Lockdown Light and Mega Lockdown, “Aus-
gangssperre” (curfew), Covidiot, Click & Collect, and “Corona-Leugner” (corona denier).

From top to bottom: Berlin, December 31, 2020. Frankfurt, December 12, 2020, January 15, 
2021 and August 15, 2020.
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“We will hug each other again,” this fashion ad at the airport reads. 
Frankfurt, January 19, 2021.
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Queuing for the flight to China, a group of travelers say they had to 
get a PCR as well as an antigen test. In China, they would then need to 
quarantine at the hotel for 14 days, followed by a home quarantine for 

another 7. Frankfurt, January 19, 2021.
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Messages by Lateral Thinkers and others throughout 2020 include: “We are loud because 
you stole our freedom”; holding up the constitution; “Peace/ False alarm corona”; “Heil 

Corona”; “Get rid of masks”; “When injustice becomes right, resistance becomes duty”; “A 
pandemic looks different”; “Lock down; economy/ finances/ jobs/ humans/ freedom/ life 

down”; “Never again fascism”; “I have a heart for freedom.”
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Messages by Lateral Thinking counter-protests like Antifa include: “No room for nazis”; 
“Antisemitism kills”; “Defend constitutional rights? Yes! But not with fascists”; “Conspiracy 
theories are bad for your health”; “Solidarity, not tinfoil hat”; “Vaccine against racism”; 
“Put on masks”; “Your clicks = their profit”; “Go away”; “Through the crisis/ crises with 

solidarity”; “Think straight”; “10 grams of cloth don’t take away our freedom.”
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Queuing at a supermarket with a cap on how many people may enter. 
Frankfurt, January 22, 2021.
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“Wear a mask!” This mascot of a TV station has been standing there 
since April of last year. The microphone is wrapped in foil, common for 

interviews in times of corona. Frankfurt, January 22, 2021.
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This set of notices posted across Germany asks for shopping help for an elderly person. The 
text is almost the same, but the name of the person in need varies between “Angelika” and 

“Ayse”, among others (the latter associated by some with migrant roots). It’s actually a 
forgery by government-funded Berlin institute DeZIM, who say they want to determine which 

parts of the population get the most help. Spotted in Frankfurt, Berlin and Cologne, from 
October 28 to December 2020.
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“Health is everything.”
Frankfurt Opera, December 25, 2020.
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“If only everything was simple again!“
Frankfurt Opera, January 21, 2021.
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“Sermon to go. First aid for your soul.”
Düsseldorf, January 21, 2021.
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“Be fearful.”
Düsseldorf, January 21, 2021.
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Düsseldorf, January 21, 2021.
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Cologne Cathedral is closed for general tourist visits, but if there’s ca-
pacity, allows entering for prayer. January 21, 2021.
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During a protest against corona measures, a police sign reads, “People 
with cold symptoms are not allowed to participate.”

Erfurt, January 23, 2021.
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During the same protest, an older sign on the ground reminds people, 
“Downtown crowded? Wear a mask!”
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“In memory of those who died in this pandemic.” 
Erfurt, January 23, 2021.
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Curfew starts at 8pm in Stuttgart. On the main street downtown, geese 
and rats start walking freely. Wednesday, 8:41pm, January 27, 2021.
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This burger restaurant is open for pick-up only. The boss, pictured in the 
back, says they want to show they’re still there. If a restaurant remains 

completely closed, he argues, the area and types of use in front of it 
starts changing. Frankfurt, January 21, 2021.
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Home schooling. Frankfurt, January 25, 2021.
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Frankfurt, January 25, 2021.
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At a Lateral Thinking corona measures protest, hundreds of cars line up 
with flags and signs (like “Fear eats the brain”) to drive through the city. 

Workers at the fire station watch from above.
Stuttgart, January 27, 2021.
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This shop closes after 25 years, as the window informs. The signs read, 
“Stay strong,” “Shop local,” “Stay healthy and take care of each other.” 
Another sign suggests that certain online stores don’t pay taxes in this 

city. Aachen, January 26, 2021.
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For 50 Euro, people bought a chair with name tag to support this restau-
rant. Aachen, January 26, 2021.
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A voluntary humanitarian organisation provides daily food to the students 
at this housing tower, which saw several floors put into Covid quarantine. 

Aachen, January 26, 2021.
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Two city workers, a list in hand, ring the bells of student appartments to 
check if they are following quarantine.
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During her voluntary practical year at the theater, this worker hangs up a poster to 
inform people of continued interruptions. “My dream is to be an actor one day.”

Stuttgart, January 27, 2021.
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Walking the dog is still allowed, even during this city’s 8pm curfew.
Stuttgart, January 27, 2021.
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A Star Wars themed Lateral Thinking protest against government measures.
Darmstadt, January 28, 2021.
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City workers replace vandalized mask signs. “Tomorrow, they’ll likely 
need replacing again,” one of them says. Offenbach, February 15, 2021.
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Dressed as famous TV kid show characters for carnival at the Cologne 
Cathedral. February 13, 2021.
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A small parade plays music on Carnival Saturday. Michael in normal times 
works as DJ and says ever since the lockdowns, he’s struggling to make 

ends meet. Cologne, February 13, 2021.
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Carnival Saturday in Cologne, February 19, 2021.
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At a motorcade protesting government measures. Cologne, February 19, 
2021.
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At a protest against Covid measures, the metal ball carries the names of 
German politicians, as well as the initials of the World Health Organiza-

tion. Offenbach, February 14, 2021.
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At the same protest, police asked for the horse mask to be removed by 
its wearer — full masking anonimity is not allowed as per German demon-

stration laws.
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As the official Rose Monday carnival’s parade is cancelled, Thomas Isser 
and the local carnival clubs built a streamed parade of their own using 

Playmobil toys. Offenbach, February 15, 2021.
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A protest with a tombstone for the gastronomy trade in Cologne on Rose Monday, tradi-
tionally the day of the carnival parades across Germany. During second lockdown, bars are 

closed, and restaurants are restricted to pick-up service. Cologne, February 15, 2021.
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The Rose Monday’s carnival parade “Prince” Manfred throws workers a 
folding rule. Euskirchen, February 15, 2021.
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Euskirchen on this day saw one of the only allowed parades in Germany. 
Hygiene rules require masks, distance, and no alcohol, while music was 

permitted. Parade members during their route throw candy for kids.
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At the end of the parade, police stop participants for a check after someone called them. 
“The parade’s here,” the sign reads in Cologne dialect.

Euskirchen, February 15, 2021.
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Reutlingen, February 24, 2021.
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Richard Fürst to the tune of Corinne, Corinna sings, “If you see Corona, 
tell it: go back home.” Reutlingen, February 24, 2021.
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Ring the bell for Gaetano Randone’s pasta elevator.
Tübingen, February 24, 2021.
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The Culture-Oh!-Mat provides handcraft sets for kids during lockdown. 
City Museum Tübingen, February 24, 2021.
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“Wait, wait, wait...”, the full sign on this fashop shop window reads. It 
may be a reference to delayed vaccine orders.

Mode Lüllich Tübingen, February 24, 2021.
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The White Mutants march in protest with signs reading, “Put kids in 
isolation,” “Obey,” “Trust the government,” “Lock up old people” and 

“Don’t ask questions.”
Stuttgart, February 24, 2021.
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“Lingering disallowed in this zone - Please move on.”
Düsseldorf, January 27, 2021.
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The senior citizen to the left is disappointed that she’s not allowed to sit 
in this area near the river Rhine. “I don’t trust anything anymore. I only 

trust the sun!”
Düsseldorf, Saturday afternoon, January 27, 2021.
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Due to this city’s new no-loitering rule, people are asked to move on, wear masks, 
and not sit down. The elder woman in red explains that she needs a small rest as 

she was sick in the hospital two weeks ago, and is given a pass. “Let us know if you 
need any help,” the city worker says. Düsseldorf, February 27, 2021.
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Tübingen, March 1, 2021.
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“I don’t want to get my hair done, I want to dance,” the sign of this 
protester reads — hair dressers are allowed to open since today. She says 
as a project manager, she had collateral damage of corona measures in 

view since the first lockdown, and now wants to act to prevent people to 
vote for parties she considers populist. Tübingen, March 1, 2021.
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Ali and his friends are at the McDonald’s parking lot. It’s sunny, they’re laughing. “Every-
thing’s closed. I used to go to the gym six times a week. Now I gained 20 pounds. I don’t train 

at home at all, it’s not the same. A friend had corona, he can’t properly taste since then. 
That’s 2 months ago. It hits everyone differently. I already had corona. It was 1 day. Strong 

headache, like a violent flu, thought I was going to die.” Limburg, March 3, 2021.
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Harald Wagner is a shop owner and author of a local travel guide. “The new edition is already 
done for a year, but I can’t publish it. Too much has changed, is getting closed. Tourism and 

everything that goes with it is suffering. The city would normally be full by now.”
Limburg, March 3, 2021.
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In this church, the holy water in the back is closed for hygienic reasons. 
The holy water dispenser reads, “Be blessed.”

Limburg, March 3, 2021.
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Selling food at the market, he says, “Right from the start, when I was still in the USA, I 
warned: this will get big. Now nothing is as it was before. What really hurts me is that society 
is so divided. I think it’s a shame that it has become a society of fear. It’s not the end of the 
world, but it’s a challenge. We should do better than be destructive, socially. The point now 

is how to help each other.” Limburg, March 3, 2021.
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Mainz, March 5, 2021.
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Hair dressers are allowed to open again. Frankfurt, March 5, 2021.
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German vaccine maker Biontech. Mainz, March 5, 2021.
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A food delivery driver. Frankfurt, March 5, 2021.
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The Music Delivery Service by the Frankfurt Philharmonic Chamber plays 
even during the lockdown of cultural institutions. Free of charge for peo-
ple, Katharina & Johannes Sommer and others visit different city districts 

every Sunday, and are often quickly booked out. Frankfurt, March 7, 
2021.
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Shops in some German states are allowed to open up again. Security at the 
entrance of this chain controls for the maximum amount of people — 240. 
In most other states, shopping switches to so-called Click & Meet (or Call & 

Meet), requiring registration and appointments. Mainz, March 8, 2021.
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Art by RöRth at the Lulu concept store on its first day of reopening. The 
new store was open for only 9 days so far when it got closed again during 

the second lockdown, the manager says. Mainz, March 8, 2021.
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Book stores receive special permission to open up again, but need to ensure 
a maximum amount of visitors.

Frankfurt, March 8, 2021.
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Frankfurt, Saturday, March 6, 2021.
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Thanks to all feedback and support by family, extended family and friends. Thanks 
S. & E., Lorbeer & Partner, German R., and Robin Lenssen. Thanks to all who allowed 
themselves to be photographed.

Proofreading: Dave “Jinx” Voltaggio. This is print version 2.

Thanks to you for getting this book.


